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Student Names and Grades: 

Jayshaun Hampton (8), Zatayveon Hawkins (8), Aleenah Moger (8), Sarah Adjreke (8), Lonzeia Edwards (8), 

Tanjiah Ellington (8), Aundrea Crisp (8) 

School Name: Northeast Middle School   Advisor Name(s): Kayla Campanelli 

Where and/or when are students positively engaged at your school? 

 

 

 

Where and/or when are students not engaged or participating in negative behaviors at your school? 

 

 

 

What actions can students take to help their classmates be positively engaged in school?  

1. We can help teachers come up with projects that are more engaging and fun to do.  

 

2. Have more chances to allow kids to give feedback on what doesn’t work in the classroom. 

 

3. Plan fun events for kids to connect with each other.  

 

What actions can school staff and/or district staff members take to help young people be positively engaged in 

school? (Consider short-term and long-term recommendations) 

1. Teachers who are doing well can help other teachers come up with better plans for their classes.  

 

2. Take time out to ask students our own opinions about classes and what could be better. 

 

3. Have better relationships with the students.  

 

How would these recommendations improve school climate or student behavior at your school? 

 

 

 

Students are positively engaged when they have good food, in the lunchroom, in dance class, and other classes that 

they enjoy. For our 8th grade peers, we were positively engaged in Mr. Beulah’s Ethnic Studies class because it was a 

class that was about our culture and we got to do fun projects like a college presentation, social justice poster, and 

the story of us documentary.  

Students are stressed and exhibit negative behaviors when we get big projects to do at the very end of the year. In 

most of the classes teachers are annoying and that makes us engage in negative behaviors.  Students also act up in 

the hallways and at lunch.  

We feel like this would help our test scores go up when we are more engaged in classes and students would be more 

respectful to the teachers. Students would also skip less and want to go to class if there are better lessons and better 

relationships.  


